Abstract: Integration density, channel scalability, low switching energy and low insertion loss are the major prerequisites for on-chip WDM systems. A number of device geometries have already been demonstrated that fulfill these criteria, at least in part, but combining all of the requirements is still a difficult challenge. Here, we propose and demonstrate a novel architecture consisting of an array of photonic crystal modulators connected by a dielectric bus waveguide. The device architecture features very high scalability and the modulators operate with an AC energy consumption of less than 1fJ/bit. Furthermore, we demonstrate cascadeability and multichannel operation by using a comb laser as the source that simultaneously drives 5 channels. 
Introduction
To reach the data transfer rates required for on-and off-chip interconnects, energy efficient Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) is a key technique. Two major approaches may be identified in the literature, using either cascaded ring resonators [1] or arrayed waveguide gratings with broadband modulators [2, 3] . Ultimately, both of these approaches are limited by the free spectral range of the wavelength selective component. We now present a third approach, based on single mode Photonic Crystal (PhC) nanocavities, that provides a significant increase in the number of available channels, thus providing a route to terabit/s onchip links. The attraction of PhC based cavities lies in their ability to strongly confine light in both space and time [4] . This provides compact devices with high Q-factors and enhanced light matter interaction. Many types of PhC cavities have already been reported that combine high Q-factor with ultra-low mode volume [5] [6] [7] . Due to the ultra-low mode volume, PhC cavities can be modulated with a power consumption of one to two orders of magnitude lower than conventional ring resonators. Along with this low power operation, PhC cavities eliminate the restriction on channel scalability, as the free spectral range can be very large (>100 nm) [6, 8] . Tanabe et al [9] have already exploited this advantage and demonstrated a PhC based electrooptic modulator on silicon, where two PhC waveguides are coupled by a PhC cavity and the transmission is modulated by carrier injection. Our novel architecture uses such a modulator as a building block and combines multiple devices into a WDM system via a vertically coupled bus waveguide.
Multiwavelength light sources have been highlighted as key components in such WDM networks [10] as they avoid the prohibitive power consumption entailed by banks of individual lasers. As calculated in [10] , a 1-2W laser can potentially run a terascale network. Advances in multiwavelength lasers are putting such numbers within reach [11] . A centrally located, amplified comb laser provides such an option, with the added advantage that the light source heat dissipation is kept off the computing chip [12] . To demonstrate the full potential of our architecture, we use 5 cascaded PhC cavities to modulate 5 of the channels provided by a quantum dash comb laser.
Design
The basic layout is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Light is first coupled from a lensed fiber into the dielectric bus waveguide made of silicon nitride (1.5µm wide and 500nm high) which runs directly above the photonic crystal cavities. This is reasonably well matched to a lensed fiber allowing us to achieve coupling losses of 3dB/facet in this experiment. Using techniques such as that employed in [13] or large mode area waveguides [14, 15], sub-dB insertion losses are possible with this approach.
When the wavelength of the incident light matches the resonance wavelength of the cavity, light couples efficiently into the cavity resulting in a reduction in transmission of the order of 10dB. By modifying the refractive index of the cavity, a strong modulation of the transmission can then be achieved. Figure 1(b) shows the cross section of the device where the cavity is embedded into a pin diode. Under forward bias, the excess carrier concentration in the intrinsic region provides a refractive change sufficient for intensity modulation of the waveguide output.
It is far from obvious that such efficient coupling between a low-index (n≈1.5-1.9) dielectric waveguide and the high index (n≈3.5) silicon layer is possible and represents one of the major innovations of this work. In standard directional coupler waveguides, a high coupling efficiency can only be achieved if the two waveguides are of the same size and of the same refractive index. Generally speaking, however, for efficient coupling of two modes, two conditions must be satisfied-a spatial mode overlap must exist and the two modes must be phase matched. In our case, the first condition can easily be satisfied by optimizing the physical gap between the waveguide and the cavity. Our geometry can also meet the second condition and achieve phase matching. The key lies in the small mode volume of the PhC cavity. As the mode volume decreases, the corresponding k-vector distribution expands-an initial obstacle to the creation of high Q-factor PhC cavities -and the problem of coupling reduces to that of matching the k-vector of the waveguide mode to that of a portion of the resonator. With a suitably designed PhC cavity, a low effective index mode may thus be matched to that of a silicon based resonator. The extinction ratio can then be controlled by optimizing the physical gap between the waveguide and the cavity and by fine-tuning the propagation constant of the waveguide with respect to the k-space distribution of the cavity. Figure 1(c) shows the Fourier space distribution of the resonant mode of the PhC cavity used in this experiment. The structure of the cavity is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The white circle represents the light cone and the yellow ellipse represents the position of the Fourier components of the silicon nitride waveguide at the resonance wavelength of the PhC cavity. The coupling between the waveguide mode and PhC cavity mode can then be controlled by optimizing the overlap between the two Fourier spaces. This is a versatile approach and with appropriate choice of waveguide effective index, coupling may be achieved to most PhC designs [5, 6] . 
Fabrication
Here we used the PhC cavity design introduced in [7] and realized a five channel WDM modulator circuit by cascading five PhC cavities that are designed to address successive wavelength channels. To create the pin junctions, five sets of doping windows were defined with "fingers" extending into the PhC regions, similar to [9] , and doped using ion implantation of boron and phosphorous (~10 19 cm −3 ). The gap between the p and n regions is approximately 2µm. Even though the doping creates free-carrier losses, we have already established that Q-factors of 40,000 can be achieved with carrier densities of 10 18 cm −3 in the center of the cavity [16], hence a doping density of 10 19 cm −3 at this distance from the cavity center is not detrimental to the operation of the device. Using electron beam lithography, the PhC designs are defined in the ZEP-520A layer and the pattern is transferred into the silicon layer by reactive ion etching with a SF 6 /CHF 3 gas mixture, as described in more detail in [17] . To achieve different resonance wavelengths for each modulator, the positions of the four innermost holes of the cavities were tuned, as highlighted in Fig. 2(a) . The entire device is then covered with spin-on-glass (FOx-14, Dow Corning). Although this process reduces the index contrast, it improves the CMOS compatibility of the final device [18], increases heat transport and allows us to control the coupling coefficient to the dielectric bus waveguide. The oxide layer thickness is then reduced to 200nm by RIE with CHF 3 gas, which is found to be the optimum thickness for efficient coupling while maintaining a high Q. A 500nm thick layer of silicon nitride is then deposited using Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition and the waveguide is defined on top of all the cavities as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The dimensions of the silicon nitride waveguide are 1.5µm × 500nm, which is large enough to support higher order modes. In the measurement, however, only the fundamental mode tends to get excited, which is evident from the relatively large extinction ratio that we observe. Furthermore only the fundamental waveguide mode will be k-vector matched to the cavity mode. After defining the waveguide, electrical contacts are created by etching via holes through the nitride and oxide layers and depositing aluminum contacts by thermal evaporation. The metal-semiconductor contact was ohmic, though with a relatively high resistance.
Electro-optic modulation
The transmission spectrum of the fabricated device was first characterized with a tunable laser end-fire coupled into the bus waveguide. Figure 3(a) shows the normalized transmission spectrum of the device, with each of the five transmission dips corresponding to one of the five cavities. The loaded quality factor of the cavities is around 15,000, which corresponds to an unloaded quality factor of 70,000. Since the ultimate limit on the modulation speed is given by the photon life time in the cavity, we designed the cavities to be limited to Q≈15,000 by the coupling coefficient; for a Q-factor of 15,000, the photon lifetime is ≈12 ps and the modulation limit is 10s of GHz. The extinction ratio depends on the coupling coefficient between the cavity and the waveguide, and was designed to be 10 dB or above to reach the target Bit error rates [19] . For the as-fabricated device, the five channels are not quite equally spaced [20]; we note that these channel spacing values can be further improved by trimming techniques such as laser assisted local oxidation [21], or by using highly efficient active tuning with integrated heaters [22] . In order to test the high speed electro-optic modulation properties of the device, a PRBS unit, generating 127 bit long sequence, was used to drive the PhC cavities electrically and the electrical signal was applied to the devices via a high speed RF probe. An additional DC bias was added via a bias T. The peak-to-peak voltage of the driving signal was 700mV and the DC bias was set to + 4V. Figure 3(b) and 3(c) shows the eye diagrams of the modulated optical output at 0.5Gbit/s and at 1Gbit/s, respectively for the second modulator. The operating wavelength was chosen to be the resonance wavelength (1549.5nm) of the second modulator at 4V forward bias.
The AC component of the power consumption was calculated as P ac = V rms 2 /R, giving a value of 0.625µW, or ~0.6fJ/bit at 1Gbit/s modulation (assuming a sinusoidal waveform). The energy consumed as a result of the DC bias was 38µW (38fJ/bit for 1Gbit/s operation). We note that such a large DC bias was required because of the high resistance (~100 KΩ) of our current device.
To estimate the switching energy required for a transition from the OFF to ON state, a more fundamental indication of the device performance, we followed the method used in [23] . For an input voltage swing of 700mV, the extinction ratio was 3.5dB at 1Gbit/s, which corresponds to a resonance wavelength shift of 20 pm and a refractive index change in the silicon device layer of ∆n = 4.48 × 10 −5 . This refractive index change corresponds to a carrier density change of ∆N = 6.7 × 10 15 cm −3 in the intrinsic region of the modulator. Given the physical volume of the intrinsic region of 2.2 µm 3 , the switching energy for our device is therefore approximately 1.6 fJ, which is amongst the lowest ever reported. 0Gbit/s respectively. The horizontal-axis scale is 1ns/division for 0.5gbit/s and 200ps/div for 1 Gbit/s. In this case, the number of channels is limited by the 8nm FSR of the multimode cavity used here. This is not a fundamental limit and this coupling approach may be extended to cavities with very large FSR's such as [5, 6] .
Multiplexing
To observe multiplexing, we applied the driving signal successively to each modulator and recorded the optical output at the resonance wavelength of each individual modulator. Figure 4 shows the eye diagrams of the five channels, each operating at 0.5 Gbit/s. To improve the extinction ratio further, the peak-to-peak voltage of the driving signal was set to 1.7 V. This resulted in an extinction ratio of more than 7dB for each channel. Here, we used carrier injection for the initial demonstration of modulation and as a result the speed is limited by the free carrier lifetime in the intrinsic region of the pin diode. This is not a fundamental limit, however, as depletion-type modulation, for example, can easily achieve the carrier density change of 5 × 10 15 cm −3 required for a 3dB extinction ratio. Modulation speeds up to 50 Gbit/s have already been demonstrated with this technique [24] and have also been shown to be compatible with PhC designs [25] . Due to the small device area, fF capacitances can be realized in this configuration. For operation in carrier depletion mode, the power consumption is determined only by the switching energy and from the earlier numbers, values of 0.4fJ/bit could be expected (as the 0-1 transitions have a 0.25 probability of occurring). Fig. 4 . Eye diagrams at 0.5Gbit/s for channels 1-5. Open eyes were observed for each channel. The horizontal-axis scale is 1ns/division Due to their large Free Spectral Range (FSR) [4] , it is straightforward to fabricate large arrays of single mode PhC cavities. The width of the photonic bandgap (300-400nm) is the ultimate limit making this technique very scalable. This scalability, combined with the low switching energy, the small footprint and the low insertion loss makes our architecture very suitable for dense WDM operation and has the potential for Tbit/s data transmission. Even with the low modulation speeds reported here, such a FSR could support the 1000 channels required for a Tbit/s data transmission with dramatically lower area and power consumption than other approaches. Increasing the modulation speed to a reasonable 10Gbit/s reduces the channel number to very practical numbers. has not yet been demonstrated. *This is the area of each resonant component (with an allowance for trenches etc) or the total device area divided by the number of channels. **Defined here as the sum of the coupling loss and the loss in the demux/mux elements. Losses in the modulator are generally in 3-5dB range [27], but strongly depend on the extinction ratio and energy/bit values used thus making a comparison based on this number difficult. NB For the non-resonant approaches, this loss is calculated assuming both a demultiplexing and multiplexing element. Losses in interfacing between the demux/mux and the modulators are also ignored in this case.
In Table 1 , we make a comparison with other results in the literature. There are two categories-resonant and non-resonant approaches. There is a large number of options for nonresonant modulators; here, we limit ourselves to the most energy efficient, namely waveguide integrated Germanium electroabsorption modulators (at 0.75fJ/bit) [29] . Such relatively broadband modulator may be combined with a range of demultiplexing/multiplexing elements.
In resonator approaches, the number of channels scales with the finesse of the resonator (FSR/Δλ). For an arrayed waveguide grating, the channel number is given by the number of waveguides. The channel spacings are then given by the resonator Q-factor and the interference order of the arrayed waveguide grating respectively. These considerations place limitations on the area and channel number of the various approaches and are clearly illustrated in the table. By virtue of its high FSR, the PhC cavity provides the greatest number of channels making it one of the most promising routes to high bandwidth links. It should be noted that temperature and disorder stability is another key issue, with the Silicon Nitride AWG of [2] one of the best solutions in this regard.
To demonstrate the full potential of our approach, we used a multi-wavelength comb laser [33] source with a spacing of 50 GHz (0.44nm) between each channel, shown in the inset of Fig. 5 . The resonance wavelength of each of the five cavities was actively tuned by adjusting the DC bias, which has the effect of thermo-optically tuning the resonances to match five consecutive lines of the comb laser as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Figure 5(b) shows the output spectrum of the waveguide when none of the cavity wavelengths are aligned with the lines of the laser (each spike was normalized to unity for clarity) and Fig. 5(c) shows the same spectrum when the cavities are aligned to the lines of the comb laser. This clearly demonstrates the scalability and multi-wavelength operation of our architecture. 
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a compact cascaded modulator architecture based on PhC nanocavities connected by a dielectric bus waveguide. The key feature of the architecture is the efficient coupling between the low index bus waveguide and the high index silicon PhC cavities, enabled by careful k-vector matching. We demonstrated how an array of such cavities can be operated with a single source, i.e. a comb laser, to achieve on-chip WDM operation, one of the first demonstrations of this kind. The switching energy (Off-On state) was only 1.6 fJ, one of the lowest yet reported for a silicon electro-optic modulator. The k-space matching technique allows effortless transfer of light from low refractive index passive components into the high index active layers. The attraction of deposited layers, such the Silicon Nitride used here, for on-chip networks has already been highlighted [34, 35] , as the low loss and relatively tight bending radii makes such waveguides ideal for the realization of complex passive on-chip networks. Our technique solves the problematic interfacing between the active (silicon) and passive (silicon nitride) components allowing the full potential of on-chip networks to be realized. Additionally, the potentially sub-dB insertion losses of these waveguides are ideal for the off-chip connections. Finally, by removing the bus waveguide from the active device layer and placing it above, the area available for electronic circuitry is maximized, while keeping the active photonics in crystalline silicon-a further advantage for front-end CMOS integration. Ultimately, the key advantages of our approach derive from the high finesse of the photonic crystal cavity. Only a high finesse cavity can combine small size, therefore low capacitance, with narrow bandwidth and large free spectral range, which singles out the photonic crystal approach as uniquely advantageous.
